SOLUTION BRIEF

Process Intelligence for the
Modern Enterprise
Traditionally, enterprises spend millions of dollars and often years on trying to find out how their
business actually runs so they can make informed decisions. There has been no efficient and cost
effective way to reach the DNA level of an organization to uncover detailed insights at scale, until now.

Understand Today, Plan for Tomorrow
Over 70% of transformation projects fail according to a
recent McKinsey study. When undertaking large-scale
projects spanning multiple departments, it adds up to
a costly investment. Without an easy way to uncover
the insights needed to make informed decisions, it
is difficult to know how to allocate resources and
maximize this investment.
FortressIQ delivers real-time, data-driven insights that
create a detailed map of your business – across all
applications, through each department, and for every
single process – throughout your organization. No
matter what stage of the transformation journey you’re
in, having a thorough understanding of your business
processes is critical for success.

Benefits
Speed
Capture processes up to 90% faster
Scale
Automatically generate
documentation to create your
transformation roadmap
Accuracy
Easily capture 100% application
coverage across your enterprise
Efficiency
Frictionless deployment in
minutes with no integrations or
log files required

How it Works
By leveraging computer vision, machine learning, and artificial intelligence – with zero integration and universal
compatibility, FortressIQ enables automated business process discovery, modeling, and documentation – surfacing
data and insights previously unattainable with traditional methods.
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Once desktop sensors are deployed, data collection and processing starts immediately. The process modeling
visualization and reports allow customers to view the data from a broad perspective, such as reviewing the most
commonly performed tasks, as well as drill-down to a single version of a process or sub-task. The ability to view and
analyze processes to this precise level of detail enables data-driven decision making.

Mitigate Risk with Scalable Security
Deploy a “zero compromise” solution without sacrifice. As part of our ongoing commitment to deliver best-in-class
security for our customers, we are audited by an independent auditor to SOC2 type 2, ISO 27001:2013, and HIPAA
standards in addition to PEG. In addition, our Privacy Enhanced Gateway (PEG) eliminates security and privacy
concerns by automatically filtering out sensitive data. Leverage the scale, cost savings, and rapid advancement of a
cloud-based platform with the security and privacy of an on-premise deployment.

Is FortressIQ Right For You?

Automation

Operations

Experience

Performance

Transformation

Reduce time-to-value
on your RPA
investment

Leverage your
existing technology
investments

Maximize workforce
productivity

Reduce operating
expenses

Optimize your
business outcomes

Learn more about how we enable accurate, automated process discovery in just a few weeks.
REQUEST A DEMO TODAY

About FortressIQ
FortressIQ delivers real-time, end-to-end process insights for the modern enterprise. It leverages computer vision and
artificial intelligence to add human-level observability to any application, with zero integration and universal compatibility.
FortressIQ’s automated process discovery enables enterprises to uncover insights and analytics previously unattainable
with traditional methods, so that they may confidently make decisions and strategically implement them across the
enterprise. These capabilities assist in improving employee experience, system optimization, process redesign, value
engineering, and augmented intelligence. Founded in 2017, FortressIQ is backed by Lightspeed Venture Partners, Boldstart
Ventures, Comcast Ventures, Eniac Ventures, M12 and Tiger Global. To learn more, please visit us at www.fortressiq.com
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